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America's most renowned witch and eco–feminist offers a sequel to her bestselling classic The
Spiral Dance, weaving together the latest findings in environmental science with magical spells,
chants, meditations and group exercises to create the ultimate primer on our relationship to the
earth.From the earliest times, respecting our interdependent relationship with nature has been
the first step toward spirituality. Earth, air, fire and water are the four elements worshiped in many
indigenous cultures and celebrated in earth–based spiritualities such as Wicca. In The Earth
Path, America's best–known witch offers readers a primer on how to open our eyes to the world
around us, respect nature's delicate balance, and draw upon its tremendous powers.Filled with
inspiring meditations, chants, and blessings, it offers healing for the spirit in a stressed world and
helps readers find their own sources of strength and renewal.Will appeal to Starhawk's
traditional Pagan, New Age, and feminist readership.Young women newly interested in magic
and witchcraft.A new and growing generation of those involved in ecology
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mountains of northern California, I meet with my neighbors just before sunset on a hot day in
July to go to a fire protection ritual. All summer long, our land and homes are at risk for wildfire. In
the winter, we get eighty to a hundred inches of rain in a good year, and trees and grasses and
shrubs grow tall. But no rain falls from June through September, and in summer the land gets dry
as tinder. A small spark from a mower, a carelessly tossed cigarette, a glass bottle full of water
that acts as a magnifying lens can all be the beginning of an inferno that could claim our homes



and lives.We live with the constant risk of fire, and also with the knowledge that our land needs
fire, craves fire. This land is a fire ecology. All the trees on it evolved in association with forest
fires. The redwoods, with their thick, spongy bark, withstand fire. The madrones and bay laurels
and tanoaks resprout from root crowns to survive fire. Fire once kept the meadows open,
providing habitat for deer and their predators, coyote and cougar. Fire kept the underbrush
down, favoring the big trees and reducing disease. The Pomo, the first people of this land,
burned it regularly to keep it healthy. As a result, the forest floor was kept open, the fuel load was
reduced, and fires were low and relatively cool. But now the woods are dense with shrubby
regrowth, the grasses tall and dry. A fire today would not be cool and restorative, but a major
inferno.Below us is the small firehouse that belongs to our Volunteer Fire Department. We can
look around to the far horizons and see our at-risk landscape. Deep canyons are filled with
redwoods and Douglas firs, with bay laurel and madrone and vast stands of tanoak filling in the
open spaces left where stands of giant conifers were logged a hundred years ago and, again,
fifty years ago. The tanoaks are bushy, with multiple small stems that create a huge fire hazard.
Big-leaf maples line the stream banks, and black oaks stud the open hillsides where fifty years
ago sheep grazed. Tall stands of grasses in the open meadows are already dry and ready to
burn. Once the meadows would have stayed green all summer with deep-rooted native
bunchgrasses, but a century of grazing favored invasive European grasses that wither quickly in
the summer heat. Small homes fill the wrinkles in the landscape, most built twenty years ago by
back-to-the-landers out of local wood and scrounged materials. On the high ridges, we can see
evidence of the latest change in land use, a proliferation of vineyards. Behind us is a huge fallen
tree—a remnant of the 1978 wildfire that started just over the ridge and burned thousands of
acres.We begin by sharing some food, talking and laughing together, waiting for everyone to
arrive. Then we ground, breathing deeply and with great gratitude the clean air that blows fresh
from the ocean just a few ridges over. We imagine our roots going into the earth, feeling the
jumble of rock formations and the volatile, shifting ground here just two ridges over from the San
Andreas fault. We feel the fire of the liquid lava below our feet, and the sun’s fire burning hot
above our heads.We cast our circle by describing the boundaries of the land we wish to protect
—from the small town of Cazadero in the east to the rancheria of the Kashaya Pomo in the north;
from the ocean in the west to the ridges and gulches to the south of us. We invoke the air—the
actual breeze we can feel on our skin; the fire, so integral to this landscape yet so dangerous to
us now; the water, the vast ocean now covered in a blanket of fog, the sweet springs that feed
the land; the earth herself, these jumbled ridges and tall forests.In the center of the circle is a
small bowl. One by one, we bring water from our springs and pour it into the vessel. My
neighbors know exactly where their water comes from. Each of us has spent many hours digging
out springs, laying water pipes, fixing leaks.“This is from a spring beyond that hill that flows into
Camper Creek that flows into Carson Creek that flows into MacKenzie Creek that flows into
Sproul Creek that flows into the South Fork of the Gualala River…”We offer the combined waters
to the earth with a prayer of gratitude—great gratitude that we live in one of the few places left on



earth where we can drink springwater straight from the ground.Alexandra has made our fire
charm—a circle of bay laurel branches with a triangle lashed within. The triangle is the symbol of
fire; the circle represents containment and also the cycle that we know someday needs to be
restored. One by one, we come forward and tie on branches we have each brought from trees on
our lands. Redwood, from a giant that has withstood many fires. Tanoak, suffering now from a
fungal disease that fire might have cured. Madrone, of the beautiful peeling red bark, and
buckeye in flower. They are as familiar as our human friends. We know them intimately, know
when and how they flower and seed, have watched many individuals grow from seedlings. Some
of my neighbors planted these hills after the 1978 fire, worked the creek beds to slow erosion,
thinned and released the woods time after time. They know the boundaries of the soil types and
the history of each patch of the woods. Ken and Alexandra bring small, uprooted firs, pulled out
from a patch on their land where they grow far too thickly for any to get enough light to grow
healthy and strong. Once fire would have thinned them—now people do. We add herbs and
flowers from our gardens.We pass the charm around, drumming and chanting to charge
it:Sacred fire that shapes this land,Summer teacher, winter friend,Protect us as we learn anewTo
work, to heal, to live with you.Green, green crownRoots underground.Kissed by fire,Still growing
higher.Laughing, we dance with the charm, pass it over each other’s heads and bodies. These
trees and branches are part of us as we have each become part of this land. The water we have
brought is our drinking water, the water that grows our gardens. We literally eat and drink the
land.When the charm has gone around, we all hold it together and chant, raising a wordless
cone of power, a prayer of protection, and also a prayer for knowledge. We pray that our homes
and lives can be preserved as we struggle to learn, once again, how to integrate fire with this
land, how to restore the balance that has been so lost.Then the two young girls who are with us
climb the fallen tree behind us and hang the charm high on its branches, where it will overlook
the land for the summer. We will see it every time we look up at Firehouse Hill. And when winter
comes, and the rain returns, we will take it down and cut it apart in our rain return ritual, where
we thank the rain for coming back and pray for the health of the land and the trees. We’ll each
take pieces of this charm to burn in our woodstoves for our winter fires, to protect our homes in
the season when fire warms our hearths and cooks our food.In thirty or more years of practicing
earth-based spirituality, I’ve probably done thousands of rituals. Some are old and some are
new; some have become traditions and some draw on ancient roots. Our fire ritual and rain
return ritual are relatively young—we created them less than ten years ago. They don’t
correspond to the equinoxes or the major Celtic feasts or the indigenous Pomo ceremonies of
this land. Yet in some ways they represent the most ancient tradition of ritual and ceremony there
is: they are the rituals the land told us to do.The fire ritual represents, for me, a shift in the way I
view my own spirituality. For more than three decades, I’ve been a Witch, a priestess of the
Goddess of birth, growth, death, and regeneration, someone who sees the sacred embodied in
the natural world. I’ve written books, created rituals, and practiced and taught magic, “the art of
changing consciousness at will.”1 I’ve marched, demonstrated, organized, and even gotten



arrested trying to protect the integrity of the natural world. Nature has been the heart of my
spirituality.But I grew up a city girl. I didn’t spend my childhood roaming the woods and splashing
in pristine streams; I spent it playing handball in the parking garage of our apartment in the San
Fernando Valley of L.A. There was one good climbing tree in our neighborhood, but it stood in
the front yard of a woman who yelled at us to get out every time we got up into its branches. My
widowed mother never took us camping, and the summer camps I went to stressed studying
Hebrew and saying prayers rather than learning woodcraft. My formal education focused on art
and psychology and somehow missed biology and ecology. In something like seven years of
higher education, only one course, a class in botany for art majors, taught me anything about
observing or interacting with the natural world.When I began studying, teaching, and writing
about Witchcraft and Goddess religion thirty years ago or more, what seemed most important to
me is that Wicca (the archaic name for our tradition) valued women, the body, and the erotic. I
saw magic as an ancient tradition of psychology, the understanding and training of the human
mind. And those are indeed very important aspects of our tradition.But, as I’ve celebrated in
Pagan communities and lived in both the city and the country, as I’ve worked in environmental
movements and other movements for social and ecological justice, I’ve come to feel that one
aspect of our nature-based religion that too often gets neglected is our actual relationship with
nature. To be a Witch, to practice magic, we can’t simply honor nature’s cycles in the abstract.
We need to know them intimately and understand them in the physical as well as the psychic
world. A real relationship with nature is vital for our magical and spiritual development, and our
psychic and spiritual health. It is also a vital base for any work we do to heal the earth and
transform the social and political systems that are assaulting her daily.One of the most rewarding
aspects of my own journey over the past decades has been a gradual process of deepening my
aesthetic appreciation of nature into real knowledge and true understanding. That process
became a journey that was to transform my life, my spirituality, and my understanding of the
Goddess. It began my true education, and my transformation from a tourist in nature to an
inhabitant—someone who not only loves trees but can plant them, prune them, and understand
the complex role they play in everything from soil ecology to weather patterns. Like most eco-
activists, I fully confess to being a long-term tree-hugger, and like most Witches, I’ve always
talked to trees. But now, when they talk back, I can assess whether what I’m hearing is truly their
message or my own fantasies. I’ve always loved birds, but now when I hear them call in the
treetops around my house, I can often identify their voices and at least guess the general subject
of their conversation, even if I can’t translate all the details.This journey also transformed my
understanding of the Goddess. For me, now, the Goddess is the name we put on the great
processes of birth, growth, death, and regeneration that underlie the living world. The Goddess
is the presence of consciousness in all living beings; the Goddess is the great creative force that
spun the universe out of coiled strings of probability and set the stars spinning and dancing in
spirals that our entwining DNA echoes as it coils, uncoils, and evolves. The names and faces we
give the Goddess, the particular aspects she takes, arise originally from the qualities of different



places, different climates and ecosystems and economies. In Eleusis, once the most fertile plain
in Greece, she was Demeter, Goddess of grain. Up the way, in dry, hilly Athens, she was Athena,
Goddess of olives. In Hawaii, she is Pele, Goddess of the volcano. In India, each tribal village
has a patron Goddess/devi of its own.And the tradition we call Wicca arose from people who
were indigenous to their own lands. In England, even until recent times, certain families passed
on the tradition of “earth-walking,” of knowing their own area intimately, understanding the
mythological and practical significance of every hill and stream and valley, knowing the uses of
the herbs and the medicinal properties of the trees and shrubs, and being responsible for the
area’s spiritual and ecological health.David Clarke, in his book Twilight of the Celtic Gods,
records the story of an informant he calls “the Guardian,” who recalls his upbringing in an
ancient, earth-based tradition of Yorkshire:I come from an old tradition, a very old tradition if the
learning passed down from families is to be believed… I was always told that my family and its
various branches and offshoots have been in this part of the world since time began … and we
have worked on the land as farmers, craftsmen and in related professions… Yes, I suppose we
are “pagans”—but only in the sense that the world of paganism originally meant the beliefs and
practices of those in the countryside…At the time of my “awakening,” as we called it, my
maternal grandmother was responsible for passing on the teachings … and this at first took the
form of what might be called “nature walks”—remember, I was only seven at the time—in which
we would walk for miles in all weathers, at all times of year and at all times of day and night. If I
tried to speak or ask questions, I was hushed with a “just look and listen” or something similar…
My grandmother explained to me … that the earth was a living, breathing entity and everything
was interrelated… I had to learn all, and I mean all, the names—local names that is—for every
single plant, tree, type of stone, animal, bird, insect, fish and so on. I had to know where they
could all be found, what they looked like at any given time of year and what, if any, their uses
were—practical, medical or whatever.… I was also eased into the fundamental belief of our
tradition—that the land is sacred. And to that end we thought of ourselves as stewards,
guardians of the areas where members of our family dwelt, people who could be of some use to
others who had forgotten or never knew what we still held on to… Farmers, stockmen,
gamekeepers and many ordinary countryfolk all knew of our knowledge of plants and animals,
and certain members of the family would help them with natural and herbal remedies for both
animal and human problems alike…The powers that we held in awe were locked inside the
landscape, inherent in the power of the weather and manifest in the cycle of the changing of the
seasons, and in the end they in turn ran through us.2Our magical practices arose from people
who were deeply connected to the natural world, and our rituals were designed to give back to
that world, to help maintain its balance along with our human balance. If we leave the natural
world out of our practice and rituals in any real sense, if we invoke an abstract earth but never
have any real dirt under our fingernails, our spiritual, psychic, and physical health becomes
devitalized and deeply unbalanced.In one sense, this understanding of the Goddess is not new
for me. More than two decades ago, I wrote about the Goddess in The Spiral Dance: “In the



Craft, we do not believe in the Goddess, we connect with Her, through the moon, the stars, the
ocean, the earth, through trees, animals, through other human beings, through ourselves. She is
here. She is the full circle: earth, air, fire, water and essence—body, mind, spirit, emotions,
change.”3But I understand more deeply now that what we call Goddess or God was the face
and voice that people gave to the way the land spoke to them. The rituals and ceremonies and
myths of the ancestors all arose from their actual relationship to a specific place on earth. And
the tools of magic, that discipline of identifying and shifting consciousness, were the skills of
listening to what ethnobotanist Kat Harrison calls “the great conversation,”4 the ongoing
constant communication that surrounds us.Most of us who live in cities, who are educated to
read, write, do arithmetic, and use computers, live our lives surrounded by that conversation yet
are unaware of it. We may love nature, we may even profess to worship her, but most of us have
barely a clue as to what she is murmuring in the night.To be a Witch (a practitioner of the Old
Religion of the Goddess) or a Pagan (someone who practices an earth-based spiritual tradition)
is more than adopting a new set of terms and customs and a wardrobe of flowing gowns. It is to
enter a different universe, a world that is alive and dynamic, where everything is part of an
interconnected whole, where everything is always speaking to us, if only we have ears to listen.
A Witch must not only be familiar with the mystic planes of existence beyond the physical realm;
she should also be familiar with the trees and plants and birds and animals of her own backyard,
be able to name them, know their uses and habits and what part each plays in the whole. She
should understand not just the symbolic aspects of the moon’s cycle, but the real functioning of
the earth’s water and mineral and energy cycles. She should know the importance of ritual in
building human community, but also understand the function of mycorrhizal fungi and soil
microorganisms in the natural community in which human community is embedded.In fact,
everybody should. Our culture is afflicted with a vast disconnection, an abyss of ignorance that
becomes apparent whenever an issue involving the natural world arises. As a society, we are
daily making decisions and setting policies that have enormous repercussions on the natural
world. And those policies are being set by officials and approved by a public who are functionally
eco-illiterate.I was once giving a talk at a university about the need for earth-based spirituality,
when I was stopped by a student with a question that stunned me.“Tell me,” the young man
asked, “why is the earth important?”I almost didn’t know what to say. I bit back a snide retort
—“What planet do you live on?”—and realized with horror that he was quite serious, that
somehow all his years of higher education and graduate school had not taught him that we are
utterly dependent on the earth for our lives.“Soil bacteria—they’re small things; who cares about
them?” said a radio interviewer recently when I was trying to explain why we were protesting a
USDA conference promoting genetic engineering to agricultural ministers of the third world. It
soon became evident that neither he nor most of the audience understood the difference
between genetically modifying an organism and simply breeding plants. If you, the reader, don’t
yet know that difference or understand why anyone who eats should care about the
microorganisms in the soil, by the end of this book, you will.To develop a real relationship with



nature, we don’t need to live in the country. In fact, this book and work are very much directed
toward city dwellers. The vast majority of us, including the vast majority of Pagans, live in cities. It
is in the cities that decisions are made that impact the health and life and balance of the natural
world. If you love nature but don’t really know her, if you live in the city and find yourself stunned
and bewildered in the countryside, or if you perhaps know a lot intellectually about ecology but
have trouble integrating your knowledge with your deepest sense of joy and connection, this
book can be a guide.Studying the language of nature can be a dangerous undertaking. For to
become literate in nature’s idiom, we must challenge our ordinary perceptions and change our
consciousness. We must, to some extent, withdraw from many of the underlying assumptions
and preoccupations of our culture.The first set of assumptions are those about the earth and our
role in it as humans. One view sees human beings as separate from and above nature. Nature
exists as a resource bank that we are entitled to exploit for our own ends. She is of value only in
how she can be used for our increased comfort, gain, or profit. This philosophy is held by many
religions, but also by both capitalists and classical Marxists. It has resulted in unprecedented
destruction of ecosystems and life-support systems all over the planet, from the clearcutting of
ancient forests to the building of unsafe nuclear reactors.But there is a counterpoint to this view,
one often held by environmentalists and even some Pagans, that is more subtly destructive.
That’s the view that human beings are somehow worse than nature, that we are a blight on the
planet and she’d be better off without us. In Webs of Power, I wrote about this view:Now, I admit
that a case can be made for this view—nevertheless I think that in its own way it is just as
damaging as the worldview of the active despoilers. For if we believe that we are in essence bad
for nature, we are profoundly separated from the natural world. We are also subtly relieved of
responsibility for listening to the great conversation, for learning to observe and interact and play
an active role in nature’s healing.The humans-as-blight vision also is self-defeating in organizing
around environmental issues. It’s hard to get people enthused about a movement that even
unconsciously envisions their extinction as a good. As long as we see humans as separate from
nature, whether we place ourselves above or below, we will inevitably create false dichotomies
and set up human/nature oppositions in which everyone loses.5A corrective view might arise
from the understanding that we are not separate from nature but in fact are nature. Penny
Livingston-Stark, my teaching partner in Earth Activist Trainings that combine permaculture
design training with work in earth-based spirituality and activism, often tells the story of her own
evolution from believing that we must work with nature, to seeing us as working within nature, to
understanding that we are nature working.Indigenous cultures have always seen themselves as
part of nature. Mabel McKay, Cache Creek Pomo healer, elder, and basketmaker, used to say,
“When people don’t use the plants, they get scarce. You must use them so they will come up
again. All plants are like that. If they’re not gathered from, or talked to and cared about, they’ll
die.”6Range management expert Allan Savory describes the vast herds of buffalo and prides of
lions that stalked the land he managed in the 1950s in what is now Zambia and Zimbabwe, and
he talks about how people coexisted with those creatures:People had lived in those areas since



time immemorial in clusters of huts away from the main rivers because of the mosquitoes and
wet season flooding. Near their huts they kept gardens that they protected from elephants and
other raiders by beating drums throughout much of the night… [T]he people hunted and trapped
animals throughout the year as well.Nevertheless, the herds remained strong and the river
banks lush and well-covered with vegetation, until the government removed the people in order
to make national parks.We replaced drum beating, gun firing, gardening and farming people with
ecologists, naturalists, and tourists, under strict control to ensure that they did not disturb the
animals or the vegetation… Within a few decades miles of riverbank in both valleys were devoid
of reeds, fig thickets and most other vegetation. With nothing but the change in behavior in one
species these areas became terribly impoverished and are still deteriorating… [T]he change in
human behavior changed the behavior of the animals that had naturally feared them, which in
turn led to the damage to soils and vegetation.7The indigenous peoples of California burned the
forests and grasslands to maintain a mosaic of open meadows and forest cover that was ideal
for game. When they dug brodaias for food, they took the larger bulbs and scattered the smaller
ones, spreading the stands and giving the young bulbs room to grow. By digging and pruning
sedge roots for basketweaving, they encouraged the growth of the sedges that helped protect
the soils of the riverbanks. California was a lush landscape, described by early European
explorers as abundant with game, wildflowers, birds, fish, and natural beauty. Although the
explorers thought they had discovered a pristine wilderness, in reality they had found a
landscape so elegantly managed that they were utterly unaware of the human role in
maintaining such abundance.Some indigenous cultures have also hunted animals to extinction
and turned fertile land to deserts. I don’t want to romanticize other cultures, but I do think it is
important to learn from them. On this continent, fire, prayer, ceremony, and myth were all ways
indigenous peoples attempted to influence and understand their environment. In a world in
which everything a person ate, touched, or used came from the land, humans indeed were part
of the land in a deep integration we can only imagine.Another set of assumptions we must
challenge are assumptions about what constitutes knowledge. For centuries, since the start of
the “scientific revolution,” Western culture has pursued knowledge by breaking a subject or an
object into its component parts and studying those parts. We go to doctors who specialize in one
organ or one set of diseases (such as cancer or heart disease) or one technique for curing
(surgery, psychiatry). We study in universities where we learn biology or chemistry or physics.
We’ve developed a mechanistic, cause-and-effect model of the universe. Compartmentalization
has taught us a lot, and produced many advances, but it is only one way of looking at the world.
It doesn’t allow us to look at the whole, or at the complex web of relationships and patterns that
make up a whole.Science itself has moved beyond the mechanistic model of the universe. Today
science is likely to describe the world in terms of networks and probabilities and complexities, as
interlocking processes and relationships. Yet our thinking and understanding as a culture does
not often reflect this greater sophistication. Nor do our regulations, technologies, and
practices.Magic is, in a sense, pattern-thinking. The world is not a mechanism made up of



separate parts, but a whole made up of smaller wholes. In a whole, everything is interconnected
and interactive and reflective of the whole—just as in a hologram each separate bit contains an
image of the whole. Astrology and Tarot, for example, work because the pattern of the stars at
any given moment or the pattern the cards make when they fall reflects the whole of that
moment.Developing a deep relationship with nature means a shift in our thinking, learning to see
and understand the whole and its patterns, not just the separate parts.To really know the
Goddess, we must learn to be present in and interact with the natural world that surrounds us, in
the city as well as the country or wilderness. Instead of closing our eyes to meditate, we need to
open our eyes and observe. Unless our spiritual practice is grounded in a real connection to the
natural world, we run the risk of simply manipulating our own internal imagery and missing the
real communication taking place all around us. But when we come into our senses, we can know
the Goddess not just as symbol but as the physical reality of the living earth.In developing that
real relationship with the Goddess, we also need to reconcile science and spirituality. When our
sense of the sacred is based not upon dogma but upon observation and wonder at what is, no
contradiction exists between the theories of science and those of faith. As Connie Barlow writes
in Green Space, Green Time,The more we learn about Earth and life processes, the more we
are in awe and the deeper the urge to revere the evolutionary forces that give time a direction
and the ecological forces that sustain our planetary home. Evolutionary biology delivers an
extraordinary gift: a myth of creation and continuity appropriate for our time… Finally,
geophysiology, including Gaia theory, has reworked the biosphere into the most ancient and
powerful of all living forms—something so much greater than the human that it can evoke a
religious response.8When science and spirit are reconciled, the world becomes reenchanted,
full of wonder and magic. The great conversation is happening around us in many dimensions.
Magic might also be called the art of opening our awareness to the consciousnesses that
surround us, the art of conversing in the deep language that nature speaks. And magic teaches
us also to break spells, to shatter the ensorcellment that keeps us psychologically locked away
from the natural world.To open up to the outer world, we also undergo inner changes and
development. For we are part of the living earth, and to connect with her is to connect with the
deepest parts of ourselves. We need the discipline of magic, of consciousness-change, in order
to hear and understand what the earth is saying to us. And listening to the earth, doing the rituals
the land asks us for, giving back what we are asked for, will also bring us healing, expanded
awareness, and intensified life.Opening up begins with listening. To learn to listen, however, is a
long process.Long ago I read a fairy tale about a prince who learns the language of birds. I
remember only the beginning, and though I’ve searched many times through all my books, I’ve
never been able to find the story again. It begins something like this:Once upon a time, there
lived a king who had one son, whom he treasured. The king wanted to give his child every
advantage, so he sent him to be educated on the sacred Isle of Birds, where he could learn the
language of birds. After seven years the prince returned.“What have you learned?” the king
asked.“I can hear something,” the prince replied.“What! That’s all? After seven years?” The king



was irate. “You’d better go back and study harder.”So the prince went back to the island, and,
after another seven years, he returned home.“What have you learned?” the king asked again.“I
can hear something, and I can understand something,” the prince replied.“What! That’s all? After
twice seven years?” Again the king was furious, and sent his son back to the island.After another
seven years, the son returned home again.“What have you learned?” the king asked, somewhat
wearily this time.“Well, I can hear something, I can understand something, and I can say
something,” the prince replied.Angered beyond words, the king threw his son out into the wide
world, and the prince was forced to make his way alone.The story continues, but that opening
has much to teach us. To begin with, it implies that true education is about learning the language
of nature, and it’s a slow process. To learn the language of birds takes time. It took the prince
seven years just to hear something. We need to slow down, to learn to see and listen, to sharpen
our powers of observation. Your admission fee to the Isle of Birds is simply the willingness to set
aside some time in your life to be in nature—whether that’s an alpine meadow in the wilderness
or a vacant lot in the inner city.Once we have learned to hear, then we can begin to understand.
And only after we understand do we begin to speak, to intervene.The story speaks to a core
principle of one of the other disciplines that has deeply informed my relationship with nature: the
system of ecological design known as permaculture. Developed by Bill Mollison and David
Holmgren, the term permaculture comes from both “permanent agriculture” and “permanent
culture.” It includes principles, practices, and ethics that enable us to design sustainable
environments that function like natural systems—for growing food but also for growing human
community. Penny Livingston-Stark and Blythe Daniels taught the design course I took in 1996,
and since then Penny and I have collaborated on Earth Activist Trainings that combine a
permaculture design course with training in earth-based spirituality and the skills of organizing
and activism.Permaculture teaches us to begin with long and careful observation rather than
careless intervention. We begin by taking the time to hear and see something, and then look for
ways to make the least possible change for the greatest effect. We make small changes first,
and observe their effect.Another discipline that has influenced my ability to hear and understand
has been the training I’ve received from the Wilderness Awareness School, a self-study program
directed by Jon Young, which teaches tracking and actually has a course in learning the
language of birds. I’ve been an erratic student, but the routines and approaches I’ve learned
have deeply changed my way of being in the wilderness and the world.Both those disciplines,
along with three decades or more of magical practice and teaching, inform this book. My hope is
that it can be a trail that takes you out into nature, that deepens and informs your magical
practice as well as your daily life, and that helps ground earth-based spirituality in real ground,
real earth.My intention in this book is to do four things. First, to suggest practices and exercises
that will teach us to observe, to hear something. Second, to help us understand something
about how the natural world works by engaging our hearts and spirits as well as our minds—
through storytelling, myth-making, and trance journeys. Third, to help us learn to speak, to
create nature-based ritual, to communicate back to the living beings around us. And finally, to



help us act: to know what solutions exist, to understand the practical ways that we can transform
our way of living to be more in harmony with the earth, and to have a sound basis for actions in
defense of the earth.I’m writing this book on a computer powered by the sun through the solar
panels on my cabin—but I don’t expect every reader and every Witch to run out and convert their
electrical system tomorrow. But I do expect that every reader will come away with an expanded
understanding of the palette of alternative energy options, the implications of our public policy
regarding energy use for the continued health of the earth and the general state of conflict in
human society—and the vital relevance of these issues to a spirituality based on nature.I’m
eating food from my garden, but I don’t expect that every reader and every Witch will grow their
own vegetables. I do expect that readers will come away with a deeper appreciation of the
Goddess as the complex cycle of birth, growth, decay, and regeneration that makes for soil
fertility; with the realization that growing food and eating food are spiritual acts; and with an
understanding of how the decisions we make about our food and agricultural systems impact the
viability of the earth and human society.We are animals, evolved to live in a vibrant, thriving,
diverse world. It is our birthright to know pristine old-growth forests, wildflower-studded prairies,
clear streams, and skies split open by the flight of falcons. The rising of the ocean from global
warming is ultimately more real, and more important to the web of life on the planet, than the
rising of stock prices or profit margins. The complex exchange of nutrients in the soil is more vital
to life on earth than any negotiated trade agreement.When we learn to hear and begin to
understand, then the environment becomes real to us. We can start to speak: to interact
sensitively with the natural world, to create visionary solutions to our problems. With all the dire
crises and potential disasters that surround us, it lies within our human power to create
economies and societies that can provide for our needs sustainably, that can create shared
abundance while healing and restoring the environment around us, and that can nurture human
freedom and creativity along with natural diversity and health. Ultimately, the test of our
education comes in our ability to work with nature to transform our world.Close this book. Walk
outside, if you can, or at least go to a window and open it. Close your eyes and sniff the air.
Listen. Who do you hear calling on the wind? Are the birds chattering? Are the tree frogs
chanting in chorus? Do you hear the rhythmic throb of city traffic? The cycling trill of car alarms?
The cries of children at play?Everything around us is always speaking. We can heal only by first
learning to hear, to understand, and, in time, to respond. As we do, the world becomes richer, a
more complex and vibrant place. Open your eyes; see the patterns of light and shadow, the play
of the wind. You have already begun your education in the language of nature. You have already
set foot upon the Isle of Birds, which is always right here, wherever we are.TWOSeeds and
WeaponsHow We View the WorldEarly in the morning of June 21, 2003, a phone call awakened
those of us staying in the organizers’ house for the Sacramento protests against the conference
organized by U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Ann Veneman and the USDA to promote biotech and
industrial agriculture to ministers from WTO countries, in the run-up to the Cancun ministerial
scheduled for September.“They’re raiding the Welcome Center!” a frantic voice told us. “There



are a dozen cops and a paddy wagon. Come down!”Three of us—Lisa, Bernadette, and I—had
our clothes on in minutes and were in the car, racing to downtown Sacramento. We arrived at the
Welcome Center, a warehouse with a large parking lot next to it, to find masses of police and a
huge paddy wagon circling. The police, it turned out, had not actually obtained a search warrant
or entered the center. They were entirely occupied with the dangerous materials they found in
the parking lot: a bucket of nails and two buckets of seedballs made in the permaculture
workshop the day before.Seedballs are a technique for planting on abandoned and inhospitable
ground. You take a variety of seeds, designed to create a “guild” (a self-sustaining mini-
community of plants), roll them up in mud containing some compost and a high degree of clay,
and then strew the seedballs over the ground you want to plant. The mud and clay protect the
seeds from being eaten by birds, and when the rains come, the clay helps hold moisture,
enabling the seeds to germinate.These particular seedballs had been made the day before in a
workshop led by Erik Ohlsen1 and openly attended by the public and the media. They contained
a mixture of native wildflowers, legumes (members of the bean and pea family that fix nitrogen
and provide fertility), along with mustards and daikon radishes (to build biomass and to put deep
roots into the ground and retrieve nutrients that had leached deep below). All the seeds were
organic.Bernadette and I tried to explain this to the officers on the scene, but it was clear to me
that we weren’t getting through. In part, we faced the same difficulty with the police that we do
with the general public around issues of biotech and agriculture: a lack of understanding of the
basic principles of ecology. More than that—the whole biotech industry, and the larger system of
corporate industrial agriculture that it’s part of, is based on a different model of the world than the
one that inspired the making of the seedballs.Industrial agriculture comes out of a mechanistic
model. A plant is seen as a product, needing specific inputs of various chemicals, and soil as a
stabilizing base to hold it up. Anything in that soil that is not the desired product is seen as
competition, to be eliminated. Bugs and pests and diseases should also be attacked and
eliminated. It’s a worldview of simple causes and effects: if Bug A eats your plant, kill it and your
plant will grow. If weeds compete with your corn, kill them (and everything else in the soil) and
your plant will grow better. If what you want is corn, plant as much of it as you can, choosing the
one variety that will produce the highest yield, so that you can maximize your true crop—
profit.This model extends to the way we view the genetic heritage of the planet. One cause
produces one effect: one gene produces one trait. Therefore, why not insert the gene from a
flounder, say, into a tomato, to increase its levels of protein? Why not alter soybeans to withstand
herbicides so you can plant them and conveniently kill everything else?The mechanistic model
assumes that the world is knowable and controllable. Unintended consequences of an action
are seen as anomalies, not “real” consequences, and therefore often go unseen,
unacknowledged, and unaccounted for. “Proof” is the drawing of a clear line of simple cause and
effect. This has great advantages for corporations bent on making profit. A large corporation can
clearcut a hillside and spray herbicides on the exposed ground that get into the water supply: the
landslides below, the cancers that arise in the community that lives nearby, the loss of the



salmon that once spawned in the stream, go unaccounted for. They are “externalities,”
unintended consequences. Monsanto can release genetically modified canola that pollutes an
organic farmer’s fields with its pollen, but Monsanto does not have to add that cost to its
accounts. (In fact, Monsanto can sue the farmer for royalties!)This model is being widely sold to
us as “science.” It’s high-tech, it’s postmodern, it’s the cutting edge, it will feed the world, and
anyone who objects to it is accused of clinging to some romantic past.But in reality, this model is
nineteenth-century science. Science itself began to move beyond it somewhere back in the
1920s, when Heisenberg discovered the uncertainty principle and Einstein began cooking up
his theories.Einstein’s theory of relativity showed that matter and energy were one seamless
whole, and Heisenberg proved that the observer inevitably affects what she observes. Linear,
singular cause and effect was left behind even in the thinking of many nineteenth-century
scientists, such as Darwin, whose theory of evolution dealt with complex interrelationships.The
unintended consequences of applying this model to meeting our basic needs are devastating.
The “Green Revolution” of the 1970s is a prime example. By applying simplistic science,
technology, industrial models, and corporate structure to the agriculture of the third world, we
were told, food production would increase and starvation and poverty would end. In reality, the
opposite happened. Green Revolution varieties increased yields only when used in conjunction
with chemical fertilizers and pesticides that destroyed the health of the soil and the community,
while yielding great profits for their manufacturers. Hundreds of local varieties of rice, wheat, and
corn were replaced by one or two hybrids, and much biodiversity—the fruits of thousands of
years of local selection and adaptation—was lost.Vandana Shiva, Indian social justice activist
and ecofeminist, writes about the “miracle” seeds:In the absence of additional inputs of fertilizers
and water, the new seeds perform worse than indigenous varieties. The gain in output is
insignificant compared to the increase in inputs. The measurement of output is also biased by
restricting it to the marketable elements of crops. But, in a country like India, crops have
traditionally been bred to produce not just food for humans, but fodder for animals and organic
fertilizer for soils. In the breeding strategy for the Green Revolution, multiple uses of plant
biomass seem to have been consciously sacrificed for a single use. An increase in the
marketable output of grain has been achieved at the cost of a decrease in the biomass available
for animals and soils from, for example, stems and leaves, and a decrease in ecosystem
productivity due to the over-use of resources.2The Green Revolution is one example of current
agricultural practices that favor a “weaponry” approach to agriculture, killing pests with toxic
chemicals, tackling weeds with herbicides, and destroying soil life with chemical fertilizers. And
these practices don’t work: insect damage to crops has increased by twenty percent with the
introduction of chemical pesticides since the 1940s.3 These practices have destroyed farming
communities from Iowa to India, driving small farmers off the land and consolidating land and
food production in corporate hands.The model represented by the seedballs comes out of the
worldview being articulated by twenty-first-century science. Systems, complexity, chaos, and
Gaia theories are some of its manifestations, but it is also much older, akin to the way



indigenous peoples have always experienced the earth as alive and relational. “We had so many
relatives,” said Mihilikawna elder Lucy Smith, “and we all had to live together; so we’d better
learn how to get along together. The plants, animals, birds—everything on this earth. They are
our relatives and we better know how to act around them or they’ll get after us.”4This view sees
the world as a complex and dynamic web of relationships. There are no simple causes and
effects: any change in the web reverberates and affects the whole; small changes can become
amplified to have large effects that cannot be predicted. This is sometimes called the “butterfly
effect” of chaos theory, from the analogy that a butterfly flapping its wings in Brazil could
produce a tornado in Texas.In this model, a plant is part of a living community of relationships
that includes billions of soil microorganisms, worms, insects, other plants, birds, predators, and
humans, all of which interact together to create a network of dynamic interactions. A crop can’t
be seen in isolation—it is part of the web. So our seedballs contained not just one kind of seed,
but the nucleus of a group of plants that could coexist in beneficial relationships with each other,
which would also benefit the health of the soil and provide conditions for increasing diversity and
complexity.This model looks at systems, not isolated elements. If bugs are devouring your
plants, it’s a sign that something is out of balance in the overall community. Some predator that
could eat the bugs is missing, or something is putting the plants under stress and making them
more vulnerable. If your plants are diseased, look to the health of the soil.In the dynamic web
model of the world, we understand that every action or change has a myriad of effects, intended
and unintended. The world is not completely knowable or controllable—it’s filled with
complexities that go beyond our comprehension, with wonder and mystery. And because it is
complex, because causes and effects are linked in networks rather than simple lines, the same
act will not always produce the same effect. In making changes, therefore, we need to be
responsible for any potential reverberations and careful not to produce large-scale damaging
and/or irreversible effects. We do this by starting small, by carefully monitoring the changes we
produce, and by making the least change necessary to produce a result.From the dynamic
worldview, genetic engineering as currently practiced is a travesty on many counts. First,
genetically modifying our food plants risks unintended and irreversible consequences on a
staggering, global scale. Already in southern Mexico the wild stands of teosinte, the ancestor of
corn, are polluted with bioengineered genes. We simply have no way of knowing what this might
mean in the long run. A precious source of biodiversity, of potential change and evolution, has
been affected irreversibly.The wild parent plants of our food plants contain the full genetic
potential, the original wild vigor, the unexpressed possibilities inherent in the species. The
contamination of the ancestor of corn means that potential is now diminished or lost. It also
shows that there is no effective way to quarantine genetically engineered plants that, like corn,
pollinate on the wind. When we discover adverse health or environmental effects from a genetic
modification, there is no practical way to recall that modification from the environment.Moreover,
the assumption that one gene controls one trait is not borne out by current research. A 2002
press release from the Center for the Biology of Natural Systems (CBNS) at Queen’s College,



New York, described a review of scientific literature conducted by Dr. Barry Commoner, director
of the Critical Genetics Project at CBNS. That review, which was subsequently published in the
February 2002 issue of Harper’s magazine,cites a number of recent studies “that have broken
the DNA gene’s exclusive franchise on the molecular explanation of inheritance.” [Commoner]
warns that “experimental data, shorn of dogmatic theories, point to the irreducible complexity of
the living cell, which suggests that any artificially altered genetic system must sooner or later
give rise to unintended, potentially disastrous consequences.”Commoner charges that the
central dogma—that one gene equals one trait—a seductively simple explanation of heredity,
has led most molecular geneticists to believe it was “too good not to be true.” As a result, the
central dogma has been immune to the revisions called for by the growing array of contradictory
data, allowing the biotechnology industry to unwittingly impose massive, scientifically unsound
practices on agriculture.Commoner’s research sounds a public alarm concerning the processes
by which agricultural biotechnology companies genetically modify food crops. Scientists simply
assume the genes they insert into these plants always produce only the desired effect with no
other impact on the plant’s genetics. However, recent studies show that the plant’s own genes
can be disrupted in transgenic plants. Such outcomes are undetected because there is little or
no governmental regulation of the industry.5In June 2003 Commoner himself said,The living cell
is not merely a sack of chemicals, but a unique network of interacting components, dynamic yet
sufficiently stable to survive. The living cell is made fit to survive by evolution; the marvelously
intricate behavior of the nucleoprotein site of DNA synthesis is as much a product of natural
selection as the bee and the buttercup. In moving DNA from one species to another,
biotechnology has broken into the harmony that evolution produces, within and among species,
over many millions of years of experimentation. Genetic modification is a process of very
unnatural selection, a way to perversely reinvent the inharmonious arrangements that evolution
has long ago discarded.6In a worldview of simple cause and effect, we test for “safety” by testing
for the effects we can anticipate or predict. But we can’t test for the safety of effects we haven’t
anticipated.In an ominous case, a German biotech company engineered a common soil
bacterium, Klebsiella planticola, to break down wood and plant wastes and produce ethanol. It
passed all its safety tests—until Michael Holmes, a graduate student at Oregon State University,
decided to test it in living soil and discovered that all the plants sprouted in that soil died. Worse,
it persisted in the soil, as do other genetically modified bacteria. Had it been released for use, it
might have spread and, according to geneticist David Suzuki, could conceivably have wiped out
all plant life on the continent.7With truly dangerous organisms such as that floating around, it
was somewhat surprising to see the level of fear and alarm that our innocent organic seedballs
generated in the Sacramento police. They decided, after consultation with their superiors, that
we could keep our bucket of nails, since we appeared to be engaged in various building projects
rather than producing bombs or planning to hijack airplanes with them. However, they insisted
on confiscating the seedballs as “projectile weapons.”It was clear to me that the police basically
didn’t understand the seedballs, and therefore were afraid of them. They had no category in their



minds for “way of planting complex community of beneficial relationships,” whereas they did
have a category for small, round objects that could be thrown. In fact, they were looking for
weapons, eager to find something that could justify the millions of dollars and massive
deployment of personnel, the collection of stun guns, tear-gas guns, pepper-spray guns, rubber-
bullet guns, M16s, horses, clubs, and armored personnel carriers with which they intended to
protect the city from our hordes of puppet-carriers and potentially illegal gardeners.Looking for
weapons, they found our seedballs and perceived them as such. They then spent quite a bit of
the day back at the station testing their ballistic capabilities, for the evening news featured cops
throwing seedballs at Styrofoam walls and commenting on how they “exploded on contact.”We,
on the other hand, had clearly not thought of our seedballs as weapons, or we wouldn’t have left
them out in plain sight in the parking lot to dry. So in a sense the police action expanded our
thinking. In permaculture, we try to get multiple uses for each element in a system. Sometimes
that’s difficult—a rose, for example, looks pretty and its thorns might discourage intruders from
an area, but aside from that most hybrids are not greatly useful in the garden. However, if I think
about them as potential weapons, their uses are myriad—the prickly stalks could be used to
attack unarmed civilians, the thorns could be inserted into the tires of police cars, the hips
lobbed with slingshots at the windows of McDonald’s… And think about the lethal potential of
something bigger—say, an apple tree!Ironically, the empty boxes the police had brought to load
up the seedballs were marked “Explosives,” “Pepper Spray Balls,” and “Rubber Bullets.” Since
they had turned our seeds into weapons, I felt that it would only be fair to do the reverse. But I’ve
tried it and it doesn’t work: no matter how many pepper-spray balls you bury, you won’t get a
single chile pepper, and planting rubber bullets won’t produce any rubber trees.The animate
model of the universe is probably the most ancient way of experiencing and being in the world.
Yoruba priestess Luisah Teish describes this mode of consciousness: “Prior to the white
colonization of the continent, West Africans believed in an animated universe, in the process I
call ‘Continuous Creation.’ Continuous creation means that the generation and recycling of
energy is always in effect.”8Okanagan artist Jeanette Armstrong says, “We know there’s an old,
old entity that we are all just minute parts of. We are all just disturbances on the surface of that
old entity we could say is humanity. We add to that consciousness continuously.”9The man
described in Chapter One as “the Guardian,” inheritor of an ancient land-based tradition in
Britain, says,Fundamentally, the belief that was handed down to me was this: that the world and
everything in it was driven by an awesome power which could be seen—but only by its effects.
This power was generally considered to be female… We didn’t need to make representations of
her like statues and the like because she was all around, everywhere… [W]hy have statues and
such when the whole valley you lived in can be seen as the living body of the mother on which
we lived?10While indigenous cultures are all different, one thing they share in common is a
perception of the world as alive and themselves as embedded in a matrix of complex
relationships. Myth, ritual, ceremony, prayer, and offerings are tools cultures use to maintain a
balance between the human and nonhuman communities. In many parts of the world, that view



remains intact. All over the world, indigenous cultures are struggling to retain their lands and way
of life in the face of an assault by cultures based on very different values. Since that assault
originates in what we call Western culture, it’s worth looking a bit into our own origins in the
West.Archaeologist Marija Gimbutas, in her many books and excavations, documented that the
origins of European civilization, too, lay in cultures that honored the earth and valued
cooperation over ruthless competition and war.11 Their depictions of the sacred expressed in
art, pottery, sculpture, and architecture were images of nature and natural cycles, plants,
animals, birds, fish, and insects, and of the Goddess—the birth-giving, nurturing, and death-
wielding regenerative force of life.In Truth or Dare: Encounters with Power, Authority, and
Mystery, I explored some of the long story of how that organic, holistic worldview was replaced
by one which took war as its ruling metaphor and divided power by gender.12 That clash,
between matrifocal, woman/earth-centered culture and patriarchal, male-ruled culture, has been
going on for over five thousand years in Europe and the Middle East. Much of Western culture
can be seen as a dialogue between those strands. “Pagan” cultures often reflected both
worldviews: the Celts, for example, were a warlike, chieftain society that retained myths and
legends and rites honoring the cycles of nature and awarding a high status to women.When
Christianity came into Europe, it incorporated many of the earlier, nature-centered traditions. The
Virgin Mary took the place of the Mother Goddess, churches were built on ancient sacred sites,
holy wells were attributed to saints rather than Gods and Goddesses, but the old practices
remained. Healing traditions that came from knowledge of the land, the plants, and their
properties, and traditions of divination and prophecy, spells and charms and hexes, lingered on
as they do today in Latin America, where curanderas, traditional spiritual healers, practice
alongside the priests of the Catholic Church. Those who passed on and practiced the old ways
were called Witches, from an Anglo-Saxon root meaning “to bend or twist.” They were the ones
who could bend fate and twist the future into favorable paths.So remnants of indigenous
traditions survived in the form of healing traditions—herbalism, which gave us many of our
modern medicines, as well as naturopathic and chiropractic medicine. The old religion also
remained as folk customs and beliefs, songs, dances, and stories. The fairy tales we today
relegate to children were originally stories for adults, the surviving myths and wisdom teachings
of earlier cultures.In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in Europe, new economic stresses
caused by the influx of gold from the Americas challenged the power of the old ruling classes,
which was based on land. A new power began to arise, based on money, trade, and the
beginnings of capitalism. With it came a new ideology, the mechanistic model of the universe,
which saw the world as made up of separate objects that had no inherent life, could be viewed
and examined in isolation from one another, and could be exploited without constraint.For this
new economic order to be accepted, old ideas of the dynamic interrelatedness of the universe
and the sacredness of nature needed to be broken down. A new ideology was enforced, and
one mechanism for effecting this mass change in consciousness was the fear and terror
engendered by the Witch burnings.The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were the prime era



of Witch persecutions, when first the Catholic and later the Protestant churches attacked all that
remained of the old traditions of healing and magic, and the earlier understanding of the world
as alive, animate, and speaking.Today there is much debate about exactly how many Witches
were killed, and it is likely that the numbers are far below the nine million that we once
postulated. But the impact of the Witch trials was nonetheless enormous.Anyone could be
suspected of being a Witch, and once accused, people found it difficult or impossible to prove
the contrary. The Church, both Catholic and Protestant, defined Witchcraft as traffic with the
devil, and clerics and their minions tortured suspects. In England, where the use of torture was
limited, sleep deprivation, starvation, and rape were employed. On the Continent, human
ingenuity was horrifically twisted to invent new ways to deliver pain: the rack, the thumbscrew,
the bastinado, and other creative implements of torture were applied. People were fed
suggestions of what they had done, and forced to confess. They were tortured until they
implicated others, so that no one in a community was safe. The persecutions tended to focus on
the peasant and working classes, however, dying away once they reached the upper echelons
of society. Two-thirds of the victims were women.Most of the victims were not actually Witches—
that is, were not practitioners of the remnants of the pre-Christian, earth-based religions and
healing traditions. Most were simply unfortunates, targeted because of some quarrel with a
neighbor or because they perhaps owned a bit of land someone else coveted.The Witch
persecutions did not do away with the old beliefs and practices. Many still survive, even today. In
rural France many villages still have a traditional healer, each of whom might specialize in a
different malady. For a stiff neck, you might go to one village; for a stomachache, to another.
When my friend Rose fell off a ladder in a small village in the Lot region of southern France, we
took her to a roboteuse who manipulated her neck and cured her. These traditions are passed
down in families, alternating genders in each generation.My friend Ellen Marit was a traditional
Sami shaman, from the north of Norway. Her people are called Lapps by outsiders, but they call
themselves Sami. She had learned her healing traditions from her father and was passing them
on to one of her sons. Their traditions included drumming, trancework, visits to special places of
power, and energetic healing. Tragically, her son was murdered while still learning ancient skills,
and she herself died a few years later, of a combination of grief and stomach cancer caused by
the 1986 nuclear accident in Chernobyl, which strongly affected the reindeer that are the
traditional food of the Sami.Marija Gimbutas came from Lithuania, the land last to be
Christianized in western Europe, where ancient Pagan traditions survive to this day, and were
strongly alive in the 1920s and 1930s of her childhood. She spoke of seeing peasants kiss the
ground each morning, and of how they perceived “Mother Earth as lawgiver. You didn’t spit on
her or strike her, especially in the spring when she was pregnant,” but honored her.13 Guardian
trees were protected, and sacred snakes were fed.In Ireland, on a walk through the Burren, the
bleak but beautiful granite landscape of west County Clare, the women in our tour group visiting
sacred sites are impressed with the wide-ranging knowledge of our guide, who has several
advanced degrees in botany and biology. At one point, one of the women suggests we do a ritual



in an Iron Age ring fort on the top of the hill.“Not if I’m with you, you don’t,” our guide says. “That’s
where the Little People live. You don’t mess with the Little People. I’m a farmer, and I need the
sun to shine and the rain to fall and my cattle to give milk, and someday I might marry and I need
my wife to have children. I’m not messing with the Little People!”If these beliefs and traditions still
persist today, imagine how much stronger they were centuries ago. These traditions maintained
an animate and dynamic worldview, and strengthened people’s attachment to place and to what
was left of communal and tribal attachments to the land.In the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, there were still areas of common land in Europe that belonged to the community
rather than to individuals. While landownership was highly concentrated and enormously
hierarchical, land was nevertheless not considered mere property that could be bought or sold in
isolation—but rather a nexus of rights and responsibilities deeply tied to a community. Peasants
might not own any land, but they might have the hereditary right to gather wood in the lord’s
forest or graze their pigs under his oak trees. The folk customs—the maypoles and Morris
dances and fairy tales tied to specific places on the landscape—all reinforced those traditions.
Again, even today in Ireland old sites are left undisturbed, certain hilltops undeveloped, and road
crews detour around certain trees where the Little People are said to live. The view of the land as
animated by spirits and nonhuman intelligences was a deterrent to its wholesale
exploitation.The animate worldview and the way of life it represented were targeted by the Witch
persecutions, which had several key impacts. First, they broke some of those ties to the land and
attacked the underlying worldview by labeling all traffic with and attunement to those other
voices as devil worship. They helped pave the way for the enclosure of the commons, the
privatization of what had once been collectively held—a process which continues on today
through global trade agreements and development. They also undermined the solidarity of the
peasant class, which had mounted a series of rebellions over centuries.Second, they were an
attack on forms of knowledge and healing that did not have the approval of the authorities.
Midwives, herbalists, and traditional healers, many of whom were women, were considered
suspect, and the practice of medicine became a specialized activity concentrated in the hands
of male doctors. Although the herbalists of that time were more empirical and truly “scientific”
than the doctors of the day (who were busy bleeding people according to their astrological
signs), the doctors’ knowledge was considered official and valid while the midwives’ and
herbalists’ knowledge was seen as superstition or outright traffic with the devil.Finally, they were
an attack on women. Most of the victims were women, and the evils of the satanic worship that
the Church claimed to find were directly attributed to the generally evil nature of women. This
justified increased repression of women and restriction of women’s roles.I’ve written at length
about this period in Dreaming the Dark: Magic, Sex, and Politics,14 and don’t want to repeat that
essay here. But I do want to examine the impact of the Witch persecutions as it still affects us
today.People often ask me, even after I’ve spent thirty years in this field, why I use words like
“Witch” and “magic.” I use “Witch” to identify with the heritage outlined above, to place myself
firmly in the line of outlaw healers and purveyors of unapproved wisdom. And I use the word



“magic” for much the same reason. I could say “sophisticated non-mechanistic psychology,” but
that term lacks the same ring.Magic is a discipline of the mind, and it begins with understanding
how consciousness is shaped and how our view of reality is constructed. Since the time of the
Witch persecutions, knowledge that derives from the worldview of an animate, interconnected,
dynamic universe is considered suspect—either outright evil or simply woo-woo.But whenever
an area of knowledge is considered suspect, our minds are constricted. The universe is too big,
too complex, too ever-changing for us to know it completely, so we choose to view it through a
certain frame—one that screens out pieces of information that conflict with the categories in our
minds. The narrower that frame, the more we screen out, the less we are capable of
understanding or doing. The police, in the incident that begins this chapter, could not see our
seedballs as anything but potential weapons, because that is the frame they were looking
through.
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book&moviefan, “I learned Something. I started out my spiritual life with Starhawk. Her Spiral
Dance was very influential. This book, The Earth Path, was also enlightening and helpful. I
learned how to connect yourself with the earth so fully that you can walk in the woods without
making a sound. This must have been how the Native peoples of America were able to sneak up
on their enemies without being heard. They made themselves one with the earth. I can do it too.
I'm talking even in crunchy autumn leaves. I can walk without making a sound.”

Mamma Rose, “This is a beautifully written book. This is a beautifully written book. I am not yet
finished with it but I recommend all of Starhawks books. She is a revolutionary writer and thinker.
The main message so far... Get deeply connected to the earth... know your local place, and
preserve, conserve, protect and love the 4 sacred things The earth for which provides all of our
abundance, the air that is the very breath we all breathe, water, that flows through the earth as it
flows through our veins and fire/sun/life force that ignites everything into being.”

AvidReader, “The information on permaculture was great. I came away from this book both
despairing .... Interesting perspective weaving current science with spirituality. While I
appreciated the author's willingness to engage in peaceful protest, that part was less relevant to
me. The information on permaculture was great. I came away from this book both despairing
and uplifted. If you are expecting a lot of Neo-Paganism, there were references to it, but not that
much detail. If you've seen any of Starhawk's more recent interviews, this book is more about the
earth than about the spirituality and practice side.”

S. Magliocco, “Another Inspiring Contribution from Starhawk. Modern Paganisms like to call
themselves "nature religions" because their key metaphors are rooted in the cycles of the
seasons and the natural world, but as one friend of mine says, "Sometimes it feels more like
we're living-room carpet religions." If you're feeling like you're more in touch with the dust-
bunnies under your furniture than with the elements, plants and animals in your environment,
this book is for you. Actually, this book is for anyone who lives on this planet and is concerned
about its fate. Informed both by science and spirituality, this beautifully-written book takes the
reader through the four elements plus spirit in search of our deepest ancestral roots (bacteria,
anyone?)and the intricate systems of interdependence between all the life-forms and elements
on earth. It will inspire you to connect (or re-connect) with nature and perceive its inherent
mystery, sacredness and magic.”

ernest clayton, “MM Paul. Starhawk is always a good read, but its easy to get that west coast
feel. I didnt relate her outdoors with mine in the deep south where we hunt, fish and log for a
living. No big protesters around here, our lawmakers know how close we are to the outdoors and
due their best to save the land for our children and keep it safe. I do like her books and would



recommend EARTH PATH to my friends .FIVE STARS”

Ebook Library Reader, “Thought provoking and inspiring. A wonderful reminder that we can all
make a difference in helping and healing no matter where we are in the world.”

Ezri Valtin, “Thanks, Starhawk!. I would actually give this book a 4.8--it's just that the print is on
the small side, so it was difficult for me to read even with my reading glasses. Worth it, though.
Very in-depth perspectives on our role hand-in-hand with the Earth.”

Tim Lane, “Wonderful modern Pagan Classic. Wonderful newish book from the High Priestess of
enlightened Paganism”

Lola, “Seeps in and opens your mind. This book seeped in and eventually changed the way I
connect to my world. It is a gentle introduction to the elements and how to open your conscious
mind to truely appreciate our natural world, which then alters your unconscious by osmosis.
Thank you Starhawk for expanding my awareness.”

Hayley Brown, “I adore Starhawk. I love starhawk. She is one of my all time favourites. Inspiration
and easy to read. Wonderful book. Lots of good information.”

CJ, “Starhawk is amazing!. Another great book from Starhawk!”

The book by Starhawk has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 218 people have provided feedback.
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